
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact: Philip Gow 

Phone: 610.453.8641 

email: philip.gow@gisandco.com 

Date: May 28, 2020 

 
For Immediate Release 

 

Mendenhall, PA — Today, Global Institutional Solutions, LLC (GIS) announced the launch of its C-19 Personal and 

Commercial “Restart” ServicesTM. These Services offer comprehensive references and resources to help families and 

businesses restart their lives and business operations while navigating the challenges and impacts of the coronavirus 

(COVID-19) pandemic. 

 
The Personal and Commercial C-19 Restart Services come as a second phase to the Global Institutional Solutions 

coronavirus response. Existing COVID-19 Personal and Commercial Services were rolled out earlier this spring and have 

already been deployed to over 5 million personal and commercial users. 

 
Users of the first phase of COVID-19 Personal and Commercial Services have described the program as comprehensive, 

enlightening, and empowering. They report that the integrated journey has provided better understanding, planning, 

managing, and supporting tools for their families and businesses as home became the new office and classroom, quarantine 

became a new norm, caregiving impacts soared, and millions lost their jobs. 

 
The Restart Services will build on the success of the COVID-19 program, providing objectively curated references and 

resources that dynamically evolve as the pandemic enters its next stages. As the situation surrounding the pandemic 

continues to develop, the resources provided to clients update and change in order to respond to changing circumstances. 

The resources gathered are intended to enable Global Institutional Solutions clients to make informed decisions for 

themselves, their loved ones, and their business in the coming months. 

 
Global Institutional Solutions Partner Philip Gow described the C-19 Restart Services as a “game-changing” solution for 

families and businesses guiding their response to the pandemic. “COVID-19 has changed all of our lives profoundly. The 

businesses and families who used our COVID-19 Services say they have navigated the challenges we faced in the past two 

months, but the question we’re hearing from people now is ‘where do I go from here?’ With Restart, we are providing 

information and frameworks to assist users in making responsible and sustainable decisions for their families, friends, 

businesses, and communities.” 

 
“Whatever question, uncertainty, fear, or doubt you have, we’re working tirelessly to make sure we can guide you to the 

next step.” 

 
As with the COVID-19 program, all resources in the C-19 Restart Services are carefully curated and vetted for 

inaccuracies, misinformation, and political bias. Resources are drawn from trusted and reliable sources, including the CDC, 

Johns Hopkins University, the Small Business Administration, the National Governors Association, and more. 

 
All COVID-19 services can be bundled with Global Institutional Solutions' other personal and commercial offerings, 

including personal caregiver and disaster services, as well as business continuity, commercial cyber and privacy, and 

commercial disaster programs. A portion of all of our proceeds from the Restart program will be donated to healthcare 

workers, first responders, and essential service providers. 

 
For more detail, visit the Personal Restart program here. The Commercial Restart program is available here. 
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Our Personal and Commercial COVID-19 services already have helped millions of families, businesses, and institutions navigate the challenges of the 
coronavirus. We've supported users planning, responding, accessing testing, supporting life in quarantine, caring for loved ones, and adapting personal 
and commercial strategies in response to the pandemic. These challenges are changing every day, and so do our services. 

 
Presently, we're launching a second "restart" service so that we can continue to support personal and commercial users as they plan for phased re-
engagement and life during the next stages of COVID-19. The new normal we face today demands careful preparation, thoughtfully-vetted 
references, and innovative operating models and support systems for families and businesses. 

 
Our C-19 Personal and Commercial Restart programs have been designed to meet these critical objectives. As we collectively emerge from quarantine 
and restart our lives, we're equipping our users with curated references, resources, and emerging models they can use to make informed and 
responsible decisions about their future. We're helping commercial clients adapt business models and protocols to allow them to resume operations 
while protecting employees, clients, and vendors. We're re-imagining operational and delivery models to safely serve our families, our friends, our 
communities, and our businesses. For our personal users, we're focused on helping families manage their physical and mental health, providing 
vetted information resources that help keep them guarded against the virus, and make sound judgments about school, work, friends, travel, and 
more. As always, our services are designed to alleviate stress and anxiety for our clients, while empowering them with actionable 
information and resources. 
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